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ABSTRACT
A method for estimating the constitutive parameters of
soil using a loop antenna is proposed. The method is
based on comparing measured and numerically calculated
input admittances for the loop.
Key words: Constitutive parameters, loop antenna, input admittance.

INTRODUCTION
Measurement facilities for ground penetrating radar
(GPR)antennas have been developed to perform tests
in controlled environments [l],121, [3]. In these facilities a probe antenna is buried in a box with soil and
the GPR antenna under test is scanned over the surface
of the soil. The field radiated by the GPR antenna is
measured using the probe. Measurements are performed
in the time domain using short impulses. As described
in (41 it is necessary to know the planewave (PW)r e
ceiving spectrum of the probe to obtain an accurate P W
transmitting spectrum of the GPR antenna. The P W
receiving spectrum is obtained through knowledge of the
current distribution on the probe. The current distribution depends on the constitutive parameters (CP’s)
of
the soil in the vicinity of the probe. The CP’s comprise
the permittivity E , permeability p, and conductivity U,.
The permittivity is written as

= E’ - jE”

(1)

where E’ and E” are real and positive quantities (the
time factor gW‘is used). It is assumed that the conductivity U,, the dielectric losses E” and the real part
of the permittivity E’ are independent of the frequency
and that the permeability p is equal to the vacuum
permeability po. It is desirable that the probe itself is
used for an estimation of the CP’s of the soil. In this
paper we use the input admittance of the probe antenna
to estimate the CP’s for the w e in which the probe

antenna is a circular loop [I], 151, 161. The CP’s are
estimated by comparing the input admittance for the
actual probe and the input admittance for a theoretical
model of the probe. This theoretical model consists of a
perfect electric conductor (PEC)loop in a homogeneous
soil in parallel with a capacitor and a resistor. The
PEC loop is analyzed with the method of moments
(MOM).
The theoretical input admittance is thus the
sum of the input admittances for the PEC loop, the
capacitor, and the resistor. The input admittance of
the PEC loop is calculated for a range of frequencies
and conductivities of the soil. The calculations are
done for a fixed permittivity, and input admittances
for other permittivities can be found by an appropriate
scaling. The CP’sof the theoretical model are assumed
to correspond to the CP’s of the soil in the vicinity of
the loop when the theoretical and measured admittances
are identical.

THE LOOP
MODEL

AND

THE

THEORETICAL

The loop antenna used for measurements is constructed
in the same way as described in [5], [SI. As shown
in Figure 1 the loop consists of a bended UT-141A
semi-rigid cable with a minimum inside bending radius
of 6.35“.
The PEC loop is modeled as a PEC torus with the
radii a = 1.75” and b = 17.13mm, see Figure 2. The
mesh in the MOM calculations is shown in Figure 3 [7].
As shown in Figure 4 the excitation cut in the outer
conductor is simulated as two PEC surfaces connected
through a wire. A voltage generator is placed in the
middle of the wire for excitation of the PEC loop. The
input admittance of the loop calculated using MOM is
called
The theoretical model consists of a capacitor and a
resistor in parallel with the PEC loop, see Figure 5. The
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1,

Figure 3: The mesh used t o analyze the PEC loop using

MOM.

Figure 1: The constructed loop antenna is made of a
semi-rigid cable. 1) The excitation cut in the outer conductor is covered by epoxy. The width of the cut is
0.50mm. 2) Termination using 500 load. 3) Input port.

Figure 4 The mesh in the excitation cut. The two PEC
surfaces me connected through a wire with a radius of
0.105mm.

I

Figure 2: Definitions of the radii a, b and the width g
0.5of the excitation cut in the torus.

=

I

I

I

Figure 5: The theoretical model consists of a PEC loop
in parallel with a capacitor and a resistor.
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(2)

It is seen that if the loss tangent tan6 and the normalized position vector r N are identical for two cases, the
normalized fields are also identical. When this is the
case, it can also be shown that the normalized input admittances, d e h e d BS ~ Y M , , M
are, identical for the
two cases. Hence, the desired yZ = Y M ~ M ( W ZE,; , uefr,z)

(3)

can be found from YI when

The parameters in the model for the physical antenna are
therefore the differences AG, AC, and the CP’s e’, E“,
and ue. These parameters can be estimated by minimi
ing an error function.

f i u , f f , l , and the result is

input admittance Ymodel
of the model can be written as

Ymodel(W, E ‘ , ue/f)

= Y M o M ( w , 6’9 u e f f )

+ AG +j w A C ,

where the effective conductivity is defined as
U.f/

= WE”

+ U<.

The input admittance YM,M(w,
E’,a./,) is found using
method of moments for a relative permittivity E: = 8
over a range of frequencies from loMHz to 6GHz and a
range of conductivities from 0 to lS/m. As shown in the
next section, input admittances for other permittivities
E’ can be found by an appropriate scaling.

DETERMINING INPUT ADMITTANCES OF
THE PEC LOOP FOR OTHER CP’S
In this section it will be shown how the input admittance YM.Mfor the PEC loop can be determined for
other frequencies and CP’s than those calculated in the
previous section. The input admittance YM.Mdepends
on the angular frequency w and the CP’s of the soil,
that is, YM.M = Y M ~ M ( W , E ’ , U @ ~ ~Denote
).
by YI the
input admittance for the case in which the angular frequency equals w1 and the CP’s are E; and u.ff,l, that is,
YI = YM.M(w~,E;,u.~~,~).
Consider now another case
in which the permittivity is E:. The input admittance
Y, = Y M ~ M ( W Z , E ; ,with
U ~w2
/ ~and
, ~ueff,2
) , being Uknown at the moment, is desired. To this end, introduce
the normalized position vector T N = w @ r ,
with r
being the unnormalized position vector, and consider the
n o r m d i d version of Maxwell’s curl equations 181,

w2

=

lc

yz = JK
’

%WI

and u,ff,z =

(9)

“1

COMPARING MEASURED AND THEORETICAL ADMITTANCES
The network analyzer is calibrated such that the refeis located
rence plane of the measured S-parameter SII,~,,
at the input port of the loop antenna. The S-parameter
&1,, at the excitation cut can be found as

Sii.o(w,E’,beff,At)
= S I ~ , , , ( W , E ’ , ~ ~ (10)
~~)~~~*,
where At is twice the distance in time between the connector and the cut. The input admittance of the loop
can be found as

where YOis the characteristic admittance of the semirigid cable. To determine the unknown parameters E’,
E ” , ue,AG, and At we define the error function as
F(E’, u c / f ,AG, At) 3

(12)

VN x EN = +HN,
VN x HN = j ( l -jtan6)E,v,

(4)
(5)

where V N acts upon the normalized coordinates and the
normalized fields EN and HN are

4

It is assumed that the permittivity E‘ and conductivity
ueffcorrespond to the CP’s of the soil in vicinity of the
loop antenna when the error function <(E’, U=,/, AG, At)
is ” i z e d .

I_

EN =

FINDING THE TIME DELAY
PO

Moreover, the logs tangent is given by
Ueff
tan6 = -.
WE‘

(8)

The time delay At is estimated using a measurement in
air. The CP’s are known in air and it is therefore only
necessary to estimate the ditferences AC and AG b e
sides the time delay A t , see Table 1. The loop antenna
is kept at a distance of 30cm from other objects during
the measurement in air. The error function q is plotted as a function of At in Figure 6 for AC = 0.234pF
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and AG = 0.27mS. It is seen that the global minimum
is well-defined. In Figure 7 the difference of the input
admittances Y, - Y M ~ is
Mplotted as a function of frequency. Linear relations between the real and imaginary
parts of Y, - Y M oand
~ frequency are expected. The
linear relation between the imaginary part of Y, - Y M ~ M
and frequency is considered as a verification of the model,
since only the real part is used in the error function F.

Range of frequencies f (MHz)
Search range for At (ns)
Range of conductivities AG (mS)
Rel. permittivity E:
Conductivity u e f f

0

Diff. in capacitance A C (pF)
Diff. in conductance AG (mS)
Time delay At (ns)

0.234
0.27
2.894

[178; 24951
[2.640; 3.0401

[-1; 11
1

Figure 6: The error funetion F has been normalized such
that the maximum d u e is 1. The minimum value of the
error function F occurs at the time delay At = 2.89411s.
ESTIhL4TING CP'S OF SOIL
After the estimation of the time delay At, an estimation
of CP's in soil is performed, see Table 2. The loop antenna is buried in homogeneous and dry soil in a depth
of 15cm. The error function c is plotted as a function of
the relative permittivity E: and the conductivity U. for
E" = l.lpF/m in Figure 8. It is seen that the global
mini"
(E:, U = ) = (2.8,15mS/m)is well-defined for
E" = l.lpF/m and the considered range. To verify the
result the measured and theoretical input admittances
are plotted as a function of frequency in Figure 9. The
measured input admittances are in agreement with the
theoretical input admittances.
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SUMMARY

A method for estimation of CP's has been developed.
The method is based on a comparison between measured
input admittances and calculated input admittances of a
theoretical model. CP's are estimated by " i z i n g an
error function such that measured and theoretical input
admittances are identical. The method has been used for
estimation of CP's for dry soil. The method is applicable
in measurement facilities for GPR antennas where the
loop antenna is used as a probe.

Figure 7 The dBerence in the admittances are given by
Y. - YMoM= 0.27mS jw0.234pF.
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Table 2: Estimation of CP’s in soil.
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